We consider the Knapp-Vogan Hecke algebras in the quantum group setting. This allows then to produce a quantum analogue of the Bernstein functor as the first step towards the Knapp-Vogan cohomological induction for quantum groups.
1 The purpose of so strong assumptions on q will become evident while investigating the unitarizability of the Harish-Chandra modules in question over Uq.
It has been established [6, Chapter 4] that there exists a unique Hopf algebra structure on U q such that
with △, S, ε being the comultiplication, the antipode, and the counit, respectively.
Remark 1.1
The relations which determine U can be obtained by the substitution
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , l and the formal passage to a limit lim q→1 (q
Every subset L ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l} determines a Hopf subalgebra U q l ⊂ U q generated by
For simplicity's sake, introduce the notation
. . , λ l ) ∈ P | λ i ≥ 0 for i ∈ L}. Consider a U q l-module V . Associate to every µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ l ) ∈ P the weight space It is easy to prove that its submodule K(l, λ) generated by F λ j +1 j v(l, λ), j ∈ L, is the unique submodule of finite codimension. In particular, the factor-module L(l, λ) = M(l, λ)/K(l, λ) is simple (See [6] ).
The dimensions of the weight subspaces of the U q l-modules L(l, λ) are just their classical values [6] . The weight finite dimensional U q l-modules are completely reducible, and irreducibles in question are isomorphic to L(l, λ), λ ∈ P L + . The center of U q l admits an easy description via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism [6, p. 109] and separates the simple weight finite dimensional U q l-modules [6, p. 125] . To rephrase, for any λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ P L + there exists such element z of the center Z(U q l) of U q l that z| L(l,λ 1 ) = z| L(l,λ 2 ) .
A module V over U q l is called locally finite dimensional if dim(U q l v) < ∞ for all v ∈ V . Impose the notation C(l, l) q for the full subcategory of weight locally finite dimensional U q l-modules.
An immediate consequence of the above properties of the U q l-modules L(l, λ), M(l, λ) is that every U q l-module V ∈ C(l, l) q is uniquely decomposable into a direct sum V = λ∈P L + V λ of its submodules which are multiples of L(l, λ), λ ∈ P L + . The sum here is direct since Z(U q l) separates simple finite dimensional weight U q l-modules.
Let End L(l, λ) be the algebra of all linear maps in the vector space L(l, λ).
parallel to the sum of all other isotypic components. The algebra End L univ of all linear maps in L univ is a U q l-module algebra. 3 The natural homomorphism U q l → End L univ is injective [6, p. 76 -77] , which allows one to identify U q l to its image in End L univ . We are interested in the following U q l-module subalgebras of End L univ :
Obviously, R(l) q is a two-sided ideal of F (l) q generated by the projections P λ . R(l) q has no unit element, but it admits a distinguished approximate identity. Specifically, every finite subset
, and for any r ∈ R(l) q there exist a finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + such that χ Λ r = rχ Λ = r. With some misuse of terminology, one can say that in
We demonstrate that the full subcategory of approximately unital R(l) q -modules is canonically isomorphic to C(l, l) q . Proposition 1.4 1. For any approximately unital R(l) q -module V and any ξ ∈ F (l) q , v ∈ V there exists a limit ξv
in the sense that (ξχ Λ )v are the same for all Λ large enough. 2. The relation (1.1) equips V with a structure of F (l) q -module and determines a functor from the category of approximately unital R(l) q -modules into the category C(l, l) q .
3. This functor is an isomorphism of categories.
Proof. Every approximately unital R(l) q -module V admits an embedding into an approximately unital R(l) q -module which is a multiple of L univ . This implies the initial two statements, as they can be easily verified for L univ .
3 If ξ ∈ Uql and △ξ
, with △ and S being the comultiplication and the antipode of Uql. 4 It is easy to prove that R(l)q ∩ Uql = 0. In fact, Uql has no zero divisors [3] , while the Harish-Chandra isomorphism allows one to produce for any a ∈ R(l)q a non-zero element z ∈ Z(Uql) such that za = 0.
Every U q l-module which is a multiple of L univ is a F (l) q -module. This allows one to produce an inverse functor by embedding every U q l-module V ∈ C(l, l) q into a U q l-module which is a multiple of L univ . This implies the third statement.
Note that the action of P λ ∈ R(l) q on vectors v ∈ V ∈ C(l, l) q can be described without referring to an embedding into a U q l-module multiple to L univ . Specifically, for any λ ∈ P L + there exists a sequence z 1 (λ), z 2 (λ), . . . of elements of the center of U q l such that P λ v = lim n→∞ z n (λ)v for all v ∈ V ∈ C(l, l) q . To see this note that for any finite subset
2 The category C(g, l) q and the algebra R(g, l) q Let G ⊃ L be a pair of subsets of {1, 2, . . . , l} and U q g ⊃ U q l the associated pair of Hopf subalgebras of U q .
Consider the category of all U q g-modules and its full subcategory C(g, l) q formed by weight U q l-locally finite dimensional U q g-modules V :
Turn to a description of the algebra F (g, l) q , which is an important tool in studying
q is going to be canonically isomorphic to F (l) q . To be more precise, we intend to construct F (g, l) q along with embeddings U q g ֒→ F (g, l) q , F (l) q ֒→ F (g, l) q , which possess the following properties:
5 , and the subalgebras U q g and F (l) q generate the algebra F (g, l) q .
(F2) The approximate identity {χ Λ } of R(l) q works also as an approximate identity of the two-sided ideal
and the equation (2.1) equips V with a structure of F (g, l) q -module.
The intersection of kernels for all representations of F (g, l) q produced this way is 0.
(F4) The functor from the category of approximately unital R(g, l) q -modules into C(g, l) q given by (2.1) is an isomorphism of categories.
We are going to demonstrate that the algebra F (g, l) q and the embeddings U q g ֒→ F (g, l) q , F (l) q ֒→ F (g, l) q are determined by (F1) -(F4) in an essentially unique way.
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Associate to every U q l-module V a U q g-module P (V ) = U q g ⊗ Uql V . The following result is well known in the classical case q = 1 [7] . It is proved in the appendix (see Corollary A.3).
2. For any V ∈ C(g, l) q , the map
is a surjective morphism of U q g-modules.
The projective objects P (V ) of the category C(g, l) q are called the standard projective objects.
Corollary 2.2 In the category of U q l-modules one has
being multiples of L(l, λ).
Corollary 2.3
For any module M ∈ C(g, l) q there exists a surjective morphism V univ → M in the category C(g, l) q , with V univ being a module which is a multiple of V univ .
Introduce the notation P λ for the projection in V univ onto the U q l-isotypic component V univ λ parallel to the sum of all other U q l-isotypic components. The category C(g, l) q and the category of approximately unital R(g, l) q -modules are closed under the operations of forming direct sums, passage to submodules and factormodules. This allows one, using Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, to prove the following statement which implies the uniqueness for F (g, l) q and the embeddings
univ is the subalgebra of End V univ generated by the elements of U q g ⊂ End V univ and the projections
Turn to a construction of the algebra F (g, l)
q . In what follows we will identify the algebras U q g, F (l) q to their images under the embeddings into End V univ . 7 In particular,
The following auxiliary statement is proved in the appendix. 6 I.e., there exists a unique isomorphism of algebras that respects the embeddings. 7 The representation of Uqg in V univ is faithful since for any weight finite dimensional Uqg-module W there exists a surjective morphism of Uqg-modules
Consider the smallest subalgebra F (g, l) q ⊂ End V univ which contains all the elements of U q g and all the projections P λ , λ ∈ P L + .
Theorem 2.6 The algebra F (g, l) q along with the embeddings
Hence χ Λ a = a. One can prove in a similar way that {χ Λ } is a right approximate identity in R(g, l) q . Hence (F2) is satisfied.
Consider an approximately unital
and hence one has a well defined element
It is easy to prove that (ξη)v = ξ(ηv) for any ξ, η ∈ F (g, l) q , v ∈ V . In fact, there exist such finite subsets
because ηχ Λ ′ ∈ R(g, l) q and {χ Λ } is an approximate identity. Hence
It follows that V is an F (g, l) q -module, and the the first of the conditions (F3) is satisfied. The second condition which requires the existence of a faithful representation as above obviously holds. The F (g, l) q -modules we thus get are locally U q l-finite dimensional:
and are weight. Thus we have produced a functor from the category of approximately unital R(g, l) q -modules into C(g, l) q . What remains is to construct an inverse functor.
isotypic components. Let π stand for the representation of U q g in V , and denote by Π λ the projection in V onto the isotypic component of V λ parallel to
It suffices to prove existence and uniqueness of an extension π of π onto F (g, l) q which possesses the following properties:
Uniqueness of such extension is obvious. To prove its existence, we consider subsequently the following cases:
2. V = V univ , with V univ being a U q g-module which is a multiple of V univ ;
3. V is a submodule of V univ ;
4. V is a standard projective object in C(g, l) q ;
5. (the general case) V ∈ C(g, l) q .
In the case 1) the desired statement follows from the definition of R(g, l) q . A passage from 1) to 2) and to 3) is obvious. To pass from 3) to 4), it suffices to use the fact that every U q g-module P (V ), V ∈ C(l, l) q , admits an embedding into the U q g-module V univ which is a multiple of V univ , since every locally finite dimensional U q l-module admits an embedding into the U q l-module L univ , which is a multiple of L univ , and P ( L univ ) = V univ . Finally, to pass from 4) to 5), one can apply the existence of a surjective morphism P (V ) → V in the category C(g, l) q .
Recall that the Weyl group W is generated by simple reflections s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s l and acts on the lattice P . Proposition 2.7 1. There exists a unique one-dimensional representation ε of F (g, l) q with
2. There exists a unique anti-automorphism S of the algebra F (g, l) q such that
with w L 0 being the maximum length element of the Weyl group W L ⊂ W generated by simple reflections s i , i ∈ L.
Proof. The uniqueness of ε and S is obvious. The existence of ε has been demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 2.6. Turn to proving the existence of S. In the special case G = L it follows from the definition of the algebra F (l) q ֒→ End L univ and the well known isomorphism [2, p. 168]
To pass from the special case G = L to the general case G ⊃ L, consider the algebra F (g, l) op q , which differs from F (g, l) q by replacement of the multiplication with the opposite one. U q g is embeddable into F (g, l)
The algebra F (l) q also admits an embedding into F (g, l) The category C(g, l) q is canonically isomorphic to the category of approximately unital R(g, l) q -modules. In what follows we identify these categories.
Consider the Hopf subalgebra U
. . , l. The following statement is well known in the classical case q = 1 (see [7, p. 90] ).
Proposition 2.8 The linear maps
are bijective.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, it suffices to consider the linear map (2.2). Prove that it is onto. Note that for any λ ∈ P L + and any finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + containing λ there exists such element z in the center Z(U q l) of the algebra U q l that P λ = zχ Λ . On the other hand, for any λ ∈ P L + , ξ ∈ U q g there exist such finite subsets Λ ′ , Λ ′′ ∋ λ that
Thus for any ξ ∈ U q g and any finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + there exist such ξ ∈ U q g and a finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + that χ Λ ξ = ξχ Λ . This can be readily used to prove that the linear map (2.2) is onto.
Prove that it is injective. One can use the well known results on bases in quantum universal enveloping algebras [6, Chapter 8] 
It follows from this decomposition and Lemma A.1 that U q g is a free right U q lmodule. Choose a free basis {e i }. Let a be a non-zero element of U q g ⊗ Uql R(l) q . It has the form
Let a be the image of a under the map (2.2). We treat it as an element of End V univ . It suffices to prove that the restriction of the linear map a onto the subspace {1⊗v|v ∈ L univ } is non-zero. It is easy to verify that a(1 ⊗ v) = i e i ⊗ r i v for any v ∈ L univ . What remains is to use our choice of {e i } and the fact that the representation of U q l in L univ is faithful.
The functors ind and Π
Consider two pairs of subsets
Obviously, one has embeddings of the associated Hopf subalgebras
R(g, l) q constitutes a left ideal in F (g, l) q and hence is a left U q g 1 -module. We claim that R(g, l) q is an approximately unital left R(g 1 , l 1 ) q -module. In fact, R(g, l) q is an approximately unital left R(g, l) q -module, hence a U q g-module of category C(g, l) q given by (1.1). Since U q l 1 ⊂ U q l, R(g, l) q is also in the category C(g, l 1 ) q . Finally, in view of U q g 1 ⊂ U q g, we are inside the category C(g 1 , l 1 ) q , which is equivalent to our claim. In a similar way one can prove that R(g, l) q is a right R(g 1 , l 1 ) q -module.
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Throughout the rest of this section we follow [7] and replace the groups involved therein with the corresponding quantum universal enveloping algebras. Introduce the functor P g,l g 1 ,l 1 from the category C(g 1 , l 1 ) q to the category C(g, l) q by defining it on objects from C(g 1 , l 1 ) q as follows:
The action on morphisms is defined in an obvious way. C(g 1 , l 1 ) q has enough projective objects and the functor P g,l g 1 ,l 1 is covariant and right exact. 9 Hence one has well defined derived functors:
Consider the two special cases: l 1 = l and g 1 = g. Start from the first one. Let ind
be the functor from the category C(g 1 , l) q to the category C(g, l) q defined on objects by
The action on morphisms is defined in an obvious way. Just as in the classical case q = 1, one produces an isomorphism of functors P g,l : C(g, l) q → C(g 1 , l) q which is determined by the embedding U q g 1 → U q g. On the other hand, P g,l g 1 ,l is a left adjoint to the functor (F ∨ )
g,l , to be defined below (cf. [7 
, Proposition 2.34]). The functor (F
A structure of U q g 1 -module in Hom R(g,l)q (R(g, l) q , X) is imposed via the structure of right U q g 1 -module in R(g, l) q , and the subscript l stands for distinguishing the maximum submodule of the category C(g 1 , l) q . The action of (F ∨ )
g,l on morphisms is defined in an obvious way. What remains is to construct an isomorphism of functors F
(cf. [7, Proposition 2.33]). Let X ∈ C(g, l) q and x ∈ X. Associate to every x a morphism of R(g, l) q -modules given by
One can verify that the map X → Hom R(g,l)q (R(g, l) q , X) which arises this way is a morphism of U q g 1 -modules and provides the desired isomorphism of functors. An important consequence is in observing that for any V ∈ C(l, l) q the standard projective object P (V ) of the category C(g, l) q is canonically isomorphic to P g,l l,l (V ). In the second special case g 1 = g the functor in question is called the Bernstein functor and is denoted by Π g,l g,l 1
:
In the classical case q = 1 the derived functors Π j are crucial in producing unitarizable Harish-Chandra modules via the Vogan-Zuckerman cohomological induction [7] . Turn to describing a quantum analogue for this method.
A quantum analogue for cohomological induction
We assume in the sequel that G = {1, 2, . . . , l}, hence U q g = U q .
Recall (see [4, 8] ) a definition of the pairs (g, k) involved into a construction of bounded symmetric domains via the Harish-Chandra embedding. Here g can stand for simple complex Lie algebra other than G 2 ,
. . , l, with K = {1, 2, . . . , l} \ {l 0 }. We assume also that the simple root α l 0 has coefficient 1 in the decomposition of the highest weight
In what follows the notation (g, k) will stand only for such pairs.
To clarify the meaning of condition (4.1), equip the Lie algebra g with a gradation as follows: deg
works as a Cartan involution. The condition (4.1) implies that
It is worthwhile to note that the pairs (g, k) in question are the complexifications of the pairs (g 0 , k 0 ), with g 0 being the Lie subalgebra of the automorphism group of an irreducible bounded symmetric domain, and k 0 the Lie algebra of a stability group of a point of this domain [4] .
Equip U q g with a structure of Hopf * -algebra via the involution * :
A module V over a Hopf * -algebra A is said to be unitarizable if it admits a positive definite invariant form (·, ·):
The cohomological induction is among the tools for producing unitarizable modules of the category C(g, k) in the case q = 1. Describe a q-analogue for this method.
Let L ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l}, L ⊂ K, and U q l is the Hopf subalgebra corresponding to the subset L. Obviously, U q l inherits the structure of Hopf * -algebra. We intend to derive a unitarizable U q g-module of the category C(g, k) q starting from a unitarizable U q l-module of the category C(l, l ∩ k) q .
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If λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ l ) ∈ P and λ j = 0 for all j ∈ L, one has a well defined onedimensional U q l-module C λ :
As an important example of such linear functional one should mention the difference ρ u = ρ − ρ l between the half-sum ρ of positive roots of the Lie algebra g and the half-sum ρ l of positive roots of the Lie algebra l:
The generalized Verma module ind
which follows from Lemma A.1. Hence the equality
In the classical case q = 1 under suitable dominance assumptions on Z the only nonzero modules L s (Z) are those with s = 1 2 [7, p. 369] . So, a particular interest is in considering the U q g-modules
10 Uq(l ∩ k) is a Hopf subalgebra corresponding to the subset L ∩ K.
with λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ l ) ∈ P and λ j = 0 for j ∈ L. We hope to use the notions introduced above for obtaining a series of results on the U q g-modules A q (λ) [7] .
Appendix. Proofs of the Lemmas
Let G ⊃ L be subsets of {1, 2, . . . , l}. Equip U q g with a gradation by setting
are free left and free right U q lmodules of finite rank.
Proof. Recall that the subsets L ⊂ G ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l} determine the subgroups W L ⊂ W G of the Weyl group W . Those subgroups are exactly the Weyl groups of the Lie algebras l and g, respectively. Let w 0,L (respectively, w 0,G ) be the maximum length element of the Weyl group W L (respectively, W G ).
We start from the larger subset G. Choose a reduced expression
with s i k being the reflection corresponding to the simple root α i k . Consider the Lusztig automorphisms [6, Chapter 8] . They have the form
In a similar way, consider the algebra U q l ′ associated to L. Let W L = {w ∈ W G | l(ws) > l(w) for all simple reflections s ∈ W L }, where l(w) stands for the length of w. One has
. This allows one to form a reduced expression (A.2) in the form
We are about to apply the Lusztig theorem [6, Theorem 8.24] . Observe that the special reduced expression (A.4), in view of the explicit form of the Lusztig automorphisms (A. 3) implies that all the monomials
It follows from the Lusztig theorem [6, Theorem 8.24 ] that the monomials
with all a i k ∈ Z + , form a free basis in the right U q l-module U+ L . As one can readily separate out for each j ∈ Z + finitely many such monomials which span the j-th homogeneous component, we thus get our claim for (U+ L ) j as a right U q l-module. All other claims can be proved in a similar way.
Corollary A.2 Every U q g-module V contains the largest submodule V l of the category C(g, l) q .
Proof. Obviously, V possesses the largest weight submodule V h . What remains is to prove that the subspace
Thus ξv ∈ V l . Corollary A.3 For any V ∈ C(l, l) q , the module P (V ) belongs to the category C(g, l) q .
Proof. Since U q g is a free right U q l-module, one has an embedding of U q l-modules
The relation P (V ) = P (V ) l is due to
The rest of the statements of Lemma 2.1 can be proved in the same way as in the classical case q = 1.
To prove Lemma 2.5 we need the following auxiliary statement.
be the homogeneous components of the graded algebras Proof. Prove the first statement. We consider the End V univ as a U q l-module with respect to the action as follows:
The vector spaces
Obviously, U± L j · P λ is a submodule of the U q l-module End V univ .
Let π λ : U q l → End L(l, λ) be the representation of the Hopf subalgebra U q l corresponding to the U q l-module L(l, λ). If ξ ∈ Ker π λ , then ξ · P λ = 0. Hence the diagram
can be completed up to a commutative one, and
Thus the first statement of the Lemma is proved in the case j = 0. It remains to elaborate the fact that (U± L ) j is a right U q l-module of finite rank (see Lemma A.1). Now the first statement is proved. The second one can be proved in a similar way using the commutative diagram
in the category of U q l op -modules.
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Turn to the proof of Lemma 2.5. Consider the subspace A ⊂ U q g of such elements ξ ∈ U q g that for any λ ∈ P L + there exists a finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + with ξ · P λ = χ Λ · ξ · P λ , (A.6) P λ · ξ = P λ · ξ · χ Λ .
(A.7)
One has to prove that A = U q g. For that, it suffices to demonstrate that A is a subalgebra of U q g and A ⊃ U± L j for all j. Prove the first statement. It is obvious that A is a vector subspace. Now let ξ, η ∈ A, and consider the product ξη. A double application of (A.6) first w.r.t. η and then ξ allows one to deduce that the image of the linear operator ξ · η · P λ ∈ End V univ is accommodated by the sum of finitely many isotypic components V univ λ . Let this sum be
, then ξ · η · P λ = χ Λ ′ · ξ · η · P λ . Thus we get (A.6) for ξη.
In a similar way, apply (A.7) twice to deduce that for some finite subset Λ ′′ ⊂ P L + one has Ker(P λ · ξ · η) ⊃ (id − χ Λ ′′ ) V univ , hence P λ · ξ · η = P λ · ξ · η · χ Λ ′′ . Thus (A.7) holds for ξη.
Turn to the second statement. We restrict ourselves to proving that (A.6) is valid for all ξ ∈ U± L j . It follows from Lemma A.4 that for every j, λ, the vector space 12 The algebra Uql op is derived from Uql by replacing the multiplication with the opposite one.
U± L j · P λ is finite dimensional. It is also a U q l-module since U q l U
· P λ splits as a sum of finitely many U q l-isotypic components. On the other hand, if for some a ∈ End V univ , the U q l-module U q l·a ⊂ End V univ is a multiple of L(l, µ), µ ∈ P L + , one has aV univ ⊂ V univ µ and P µ · a = a. It follows that P λ ′ · U± L j · P λ = 0 for all but finitely many λ ′ ∈ P L + . Hence ξ · P λ = χ Λ · ξ · P λ for some finite subset Λ ⊂ P L + .
